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Genetic diseases

 Genetic diseases ~ genetic disorder

 The illness caused by abnormality in gene or 

chromosome

Clinical genetics: genetic disorders, incl.congenital anomalies

Do: Pre-postnatal dx; presymptomatic dx; genetic 

counseling; care for patients and their families

 Causes of genetic disorders

1. Monogenic/single gene defect

2. Chromosomal aberation

3. Multifactorial/polygenic



The central dogma

 DNA carries the genetic information of a cell and consists of 

thousands of genes which serves as a recipe on how to build a 

protein molecule. 

 Proteins perform important tasks for the cell functions.

 The information from the genes determines the protein composition 

and the functions of the cell.
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Technique of Genetic Analysis

Each types of genetic disorders needs the difference tools for 
analysis.

1. Single-gene disorders analyzed by:
 Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

 RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism)

 ARMS (amplification refractory mutation system)

 MLPA (multiplex ligation dependent probe amplification)

 Microarray

2. Chromosome disorders analyzed by:
 Karyotype (karyotyping)

 Microarray

3. Multifactorial disorders analyzed by combine the previous 
analysis



Molecular testing



Principle of PCR

 A technique in which a short DNA or RNA sequence 

(~500 kb) can be amplified >106 times.  Based on 

the enzymatic amplification of a fragment of DNA that 

is flanked by two “primers” (a short oligonucleotides

that hybridize to the opposite strands of the target 

sequence and prime synthesis of the cDNA sequence 

by enzyme DNA polymerase).

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkas:Pcr_machine.jpg


Steps of the PCR

1. Denaturation at 94°C :

 the double strand melts 
open to single stranded 
DNA  

2. Annealing at 54°C :

 Ionic bonds are formed 
(specify) between the single 
stranded primer and the 
single stranded template. 

3. Extension/elongation
(temperature depend on 
the DNA polymerase used)

4. Cycle is repeated



The ladder is a mixture of fragments with known size to compare with the PCR 

fragments. Lane 1 : PCR fragment is approximately 1850 bases long. Lane 2 and 

4 : the fragments are approximately 800 bases long. Lane 3 : no product is 

formed, so the PCR failed. Lane 5 : multiple bands are formed because one of the 

primers fits on different places. 



PCR-RFLP

Fig above. PCR 

products (107 bp) 

were digested by 

NcoI

*) Coding sequence for TNFa G-308A in the promoter region 

was referred from Enseml database ENSG00000204490





Cytogenetics



Structure of human chromosomes

 Cytogenetics: the study 

of chromosome and 

cell division

 Chromosome can be 

seen clearly during 

metaphase, maximally 

condensed



Chromosome analysis (karyotyping)
 Chromosome staining for identification and detection if any 

abnormality >4Mbp

 The light bands on chromosome regions rich in GC and genes. 

 Dark bands rich in AT and few on genes.  Ex: Chromosome 19, dense with 

genes, has few dark bands.

Metaphase spread Ideogram

Fig. normal male karyotyping



Chromosome analysis

 Staining

 Non-banding techniques 

Grouping: based on size and 

position of centromere

 Banding techniques

Q bands (quinacrine)

G (Giemsa) bands 

 R (reverse G) bands

 C bands for chromatin

 T bands for telomere



Chromosome damage in diabetes

Cause:

Mostly DMT1; 
syndrome

Diabetes

Result:

- Proband

- offspring



Uniparental Isodisomy

Mosaic paternal UPD and ABCC8 mutation in permanent neonatal diabetes.pdf


Ring chromosome 18: 

IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis

Ring chromosome 18 in boy with IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis.pdf
Ring chromosome 18 in boy with IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis.pdf
Ring chromosome 18 in boy with IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis.pdf
Ring chromosome 18 in boy with IDDM and autoimmune thyroiditis.pdf


Klinefelter syndrome with DMT1

DMT1 Klinefelter syndrome.pdf


Gestational diabetes

Diabetes gestational.pdf



